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Abstract
This paper explores parallel nondeterministic programming as an extension to the C programming language; it provides constructs for specifying code containing ambiguous choice as introduced by McCarthy. A translator to plain C code was implemented as an extension to the ABLEc language specification. Translation involves a transformation to continuation passing style, providing lazy choice by storing continuation closures in a separate task buffer. This exploration considers various search evaluation approaches and their impact on correctness and performance. Multiple search drivers were implemented, including single-threaded depth-first search, a combined breadth- and depth-first approach, as well as two approaches to parallelism. Several benchmark applications were created using the extension, including n-Queens, SAT, and triangle peg solitaire. The simplest parallel search driver, using independent threads, showed the best performance in most cases, providing a significant speedup over the sequential versions. Adding task sharing between threads showed similar or slightly improved performance.

CCS Concepts • Software and its engineering → Parallel programming languages: Extensible languages.
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1 search int range(int lower, int upper) {
2    choice for (int i = lower; i < upper; i++)
3        succeed i;
4 }
5 search int factor(int n) {
6    if (n % 2 == 0) {
7        choice {
8            succeed 2;
9            choose succeed factor (n / 2);
10        }
11    } else {
12        choose int a = range(ceil(sqrt(n)), n);
13        spawn;
14        float b = sqrt(a * a - n);
15        require b == floor (b);
16        choice {
17            succeed a - (int)b;
18            succeed a + (int)b;
19        }
20    }
21    int result;
22    bool success = invoke(search_sequential_dfs, &result, factor(n));
23}

Figure 1. (left) A simple nondeterministic program implementing Fermat’s method of factorization to find one of the prime factors of an integer\(^2\). (right) A simplified translation of this program, ignoring the existence of spawn and tasks.

2 Design

Nondeterministic Extension to C: A simple example of a nondeterministic program is given on the left in Figure 1; it implements Fermat’s method for factorization, based on the principle that any odd integer \(n\) may be expressed as the difference of two squares, giving

\[
    n = a^2 - b^2 = (a + b)(a - b) \tag{2.1}
\]

We can use this to factor a number by nondeterministically trying a range of values for \(a\), and computing \(b\) until it is found to be an integer.

The extension to C provides a number of new keywords: the search keyword marks the the definition of a search function, whose body is an embedded domain-specific language for nondeterministic programming. The syntax of a search function body mirrors ordinary C statements, with declarations, expressions, and control statements allowed.\(^3\) The most basic nondeterministic construct is the choice \{ \ldots \} statement. When reached, execution “splits” for each statement within the choice (referred to as options of the choice) and continues along multiple virtual threads until success

or failure.\(^4\) On line 7 on the left execution either succeeds or tries \(n / 2\). Often the number of options for a choice may vary dynamically, so we provide the

\[\text{choice for (init; cond; update) \{ body \}}\]

statement, that spawns a new virtual thread for each iteration, see line 2. Note this differs from a normal for loop in that each iteration is independent from the others.

Execution of a search function may succeed (possibly many times) or fail; this is indicated by the succeed val; and fail; statements, used in place of return. Failure is silent and implicit: a search function may fail simply by ending without an explicit succeed. A common idiom is if (cond) \{ \ldots \} else fail; failing if a condition is not met; thus an equivalent shorthand require cond; (line 15) is provided.

Another operation is to call a search function and nondeterministically select succeeding result value(s). This may be done with the choose def = fn(args); search statement (line 12), nondeterministically binding a variable to every succeeding value of the search function, each in a new virtual thread. Sometimes we only need one result; in these cases the pick statement is used. pick is identical to choose, except further exploration of choice options in the called search function will be canceled after the first success; this

\(^2\)Only recording one result is currently supported; more can be obtained by invoking a wrapper search function that saves results to a buffer.

\(^3\)Nondeterministic statements may not occur inside ordinary C iteration statements, for implementation reasons that will become apparent later - instead the program may need to be transformed to use recursion.

\(^4\)By virtual threads we simply mean independent paths of execution, regardless of whether the implementation utilizes multithreaded parallelism.
is somewhat analogous to cut in Prolog. Since choosing or picking a value and immediately succeeding with it is a common pattern, the shorthand choose succeed fn(args) (line 9) or pick succeed fn(args); is provided, also allowing optimized translation.

By default, the virtual threads created by the options of a choice statement are fully evaluated in order, resulting in a sequential depth-first search. More flexibility is needed to allow for different evaluation approaches and parallelism; to accomplish this, a program may be divided into discrete tasks to be lazily executed in a potentially different order, or even in parallel by multiple real threads. A task is begun by the spawn statement, creating a new task for each virtual thread of execution reaching that point. Each task comprises all code executed until the next spawn or the end of the program.

Translation: The translation of a nondeterministic program into "plain" C code is required to execute the program. The translation of the nondeterministic program on the left of Figure 1 can be seen on the right of that figure. This is essentially a translation to continuation-passing style (CPS), a method of transforming general recursion into tail recursion. The transformation works by replacing the return value of a function with a function closure, known as a continuation, passed as a parameter to be called with the function’s result. When calling another CPS function, any further work needed to compute a result from the call must be done inside the continuation passed to the called function. A CPS program may perform a nondeterministic choice simply by calling the continuation more than once, as exhibited on the right in Figure 1 on lines 14 and 15. Alternatively, failure can be handled simply by not calling the continuation, as is done in the case of require. This can be seen in the use of require on line 15 (right), where the choice on lines 16–19 (left) is only evaluated when the condition b == ffloor(b) is true. Note that if additional statements existed after a choice, they could simply be wrapped in an additional continuation closure and called multiple times instead of calling the function continuation; however, this simple example does not have any such statements. The translation of the nondeterministic program on the left of Figure 1 can be seen on the right of that figure. Here we utilize an existing lambda-closure extension to ABLEC [Kaminski et al. 2017b], inspired by a simplified form of lambdas from C++11.

Allowing for Parallelism: CPS must be extended to deal with the spawning of tasks. A task is represented as a closure similar to a continuation, except with no result value parameter. When a task is spawned its closure is stored in a “schedule” task buffer, the details of which will be discussed later. An external search driver function (provided in a runtime library) will demand the execution of these tasks, possibly in some parallel manner. Every search function, task closure, and continuation is parameterized by a pointer to the current buffer, so that executing a task on a

Figure 2. The transformation of the program in Figure 1 using task closures and an external buffer.

buffer may place additional tasks in that buffer. Note that the continuation closures require this parameter as well, since a search driver may use multiple buffers internally, and a continuation may be executed on a different buffer than the one through which it was created. This transformation is shown for the factorization example in Figure 2.

To initially call a search function from a regular one, the invoke expression is used (line 22 of Figure 1), parameterized by the search driver function to use (and any parameters it takes), a pointer to a location in which to place the result, the search function to call, and the parameters. The result of this expression is a boolean value indicating whether the search succeeded. This expression simply translates to a call of the search driver with an initial task closure wrapping a call of the invoked search function. The continuation given to this search function records the result and signals that any remaining search may be canceled.

With the proliferation of tasks closures containing partial computation results, automatic memory management is vital; this was implemented via reference counting, although other approaches (such as the mark-and-sweep method provided by the Boehm GC [Boehm 1993]) could also suffice.

Search Ordering and Driver Functions: An important design issue is the order in which the search tree is to be explored; a balance must be struck between allowing the programmer to reason about correctness and termination, and allowing the search driver flexibility to introduce parallelism.
In breadth-first search (BFS), all tasks at depth \(n\) are evaluated in order before the first task at depth \(n + 1\) is evaluated. This makes reasoning about termination easy, as breadth-first evaluation means it cannot get “stuck” in a non-terminating subtree to the left of a solution - if a solution exists it will eventually be found. However, assuming a constant branching factor of \(k\), if the first success occurs at depth \(n\) we will need to evaluate between \(k^{n-1}\) and \(k^n\) tasks before success. Additionally, we must store the entire final row of \(k^{n-1}\) tasks in the buffer before any can be evaluated, resulting in exponential memory usage. This algorithm is straightforward to implement by using a FIFO queue for the task buffer, and parallelism can be added simply by having multiple threads operating on the same buffer in parallel. However, the large memory overhead precludes the implementation of this algorithm for non-trivial applications.

In pure depth-first search (DFS), every branch of the search tree is fully explored before the next is tried. As this approach explores the entire tree from left-to-right, we may explore anywhere between 0 and \(k^n\) choices; although assuming a balanced tree with \(s\) randomly distributed leaf solutions, we will explore on average \(k^n / s\) choices before finding one, again assuming a branching factor of \(k\) and solution depth of \(n\). However, a large or infinite subtree may occur before the first solution and the search would become “stuck”, unlike in breadth-first search. On the other hand, the memory usage is greatly improved, since at most we only need to store \(nk\) tasks, all the options for the immediate ancestors of the succeeding task. The implementation is similar to BFS, though the buffer must be slightly more complex, as utilizing a simple LIFO stack would reverse the order in which options at each level are considered. Instead, we can use a “stack of queues,” with each stack “frame” storing a queue of the options of a choice. Simple DFS unfortunately cannot be parallelized, as at every step in the search the next task is usually a descendant of the latest evaluated task.

In modified depth-first search (MDFS), we initially perform BFS down to a fixed level in the tree, then perform a simultaneous DFS of each resulting leaf until one succeeds. It can easily be shown that any program terminating under DFS will also terminate under MDFS. Though the actual performance may vary, on average MDFS explores a similar number of nodes as DFS, but MDFS can tolerate some threads becoming stuck in large or infinite subtrees. MDFS can be implemented by first using the BFS algorithm for a given number of iterations, before allocating a new buffer for every task in the queue. We then alternately perform a step for each of these queues until one succeeds. This sequential approach can easily be parallelized, by assigning each task in the queue to a thread at some level of the initial BFS.

A slight inefficiency is that some threads may exhaust their buffer and finish before others are done, preventing parallelism for long-running threads. This can be remedied by a task-sharing approach, where threads with tasks regularly check for (and redistribute tasks to) threads that have exhausted their buffers. When the last thread notices that it is about to wait for a task, the search fails. Alternatively, in a task-stealing approach, a thread, upon exhausting its buffer, takes the initiative in selecting another thread and stealing a task from that thread’s buffer.

Four search drivers were implemented: single-threaded DFS and MDFS, MDFS with independent threads, and MDFS with task sharing threads (a task stealing version is left as future work.) All parallelism was done explicitly using pthreads; a fixed number of threads were spawned, and a global buffer synchronized by pthread mutexes was used to initially distribute tasks. The number of threads to use and the depth to perform BFS initially in each thread were also made parameters to the search drivers.

In the task sharing driver, some method is needed to wake up threads that are waiting for a task, once one has been provided. This was done via pthread condition variables, a synchronization device that allows threads to suspend execution and relinquish the processors until some predicate on shared data is satisfied [Leroy 2003].

### 3 Benchmark Applications and Results

In addition to the factorization example, we have implemented 3 benchmark applications, 2 of which are NP-complete problems:

- \(n\)-Queens completion, triangle peg solitaire, and Boolean satisfiability (SAT), all available at the previously mentioned URLs.

**n-Queens Completion:** \(n\)-Queens is a famous problem in which \(n\) queens must be placed on an \(n \times n\) board such that none are threatening another. This is a common AI benchmark that is actually solvable by heuristic. \(n\)-Queens completion is a slight modification, where some queens are initially placed on the board, and we wish to determine whether there is a solution. This variant is NP-complete [Gent et al. 2017], and is more computationally interesting.

The implementation of \(n\)-Queens consists of a recursive solver that nondeterministically chooses and applies moves. The logic for finding a valid move is shown in Figure 3. Note the use of \texttt{pick} in choosing an empty row; any empty row is an equally valid choice, but if we fail while considering a particular empty row, choosing a different row cannot lead to a solution since every row must eventually contain a queen. This problem has a relatively high branching factor of \(n\) for an \(n \times n\) board, but a very low amount of computation is

---

\[\text{NP-complete problems are generally good candidates for nondeterministic programming. All NP-complete problems have a polynomial-time verification algorithm, so we could easily construct a nondeterministic program by ambiguously choosing any possible solution recursively and requiring that it is correct (although in practice we can do better with ordering heuristics and non-leaf constraints.) Although performance will still obviously be exponential, we may still be interested in a general but efficient solution for small problem sizes.}\]
needed at each node in the search tree to perform a move and compute the next valid moves. Due to the size of the board, a backtracking state representation was utilized to avoid excessive memory allocation and copy overhead.

In addition to the nondeterministic implementation, a plain C sequential version performing DFS was created. By comparing the performance of this with the performance using the DFS sequential driver, the performance overhead of the nondeterministic extension can be measured.

**Triangle Peg Solitaire:** Triangle peg solitaire is a simple game where the goal is to remove all but one peg in a triangular board by repeatedly jumping a peg over another into an empty hole on the board and then removing the jumped peg. The board starts with one empty hole. This problem has an intermediate branching factor, since there are often more than 2 available moves, and an intermediate workload at each node in the search tree, to compute the valid moves.

The solver is implemented as a search function that chooses valid move, applies it to the current state, and recursively solves the new state. When a state with depth equal to the number of pegs is reached, a buffer to hold the results is allocated and returned, and each level the taken move is recorded in the buffer before it is returned. The implementation is not shown due to its complexity, but it is similar to that for n-Queens Completion and contains several choices for finding potential moves and choosing one.

**Boolean Satisfiability:** Boolean satisfiability, or SAT, is another famous NP-complete problem. Although intractable in general, with the aid of heuristics it is possible to solve via search for some reasonably-sized instances.

A SAT solver was implemented for formulas represented in conjunctive normal form, using the following algorithm:

1. Simplify the formula to eliminate singular clauses (these are clauses with only one literal.)
2. Pick a variable to assign using the heuristic of having the same quality (negated or not negated) in the most clauses, and nondeterministically add it to the formula as either negated or not negated.
3. Recursively solve the resulting formula.

Due the overhead of the simplification phase, this problem has a high workload at every node in the search tree, and a small branching factor because there are only 2 assignments possible for each variable.

**Performance Results and Discussion:** The factorization example in Figure 1 was tried for a (relatively small) input of 21,641,161, the product of 2 primes. With all search drivers, the solution required about 3.6 seconds and 4GB of memory. So larger tests were not attempted. This is because the initial "range" choice must generate a task for every number to be considered before any can be evaluated. Consequently, this extension is better suited to recursive search problems, where smaller choices are made throughout the search tree.

For n-Queens, 3 problems were evaluated: a 20x20 empty board, a 100x100 solvable board with 78 randomly-placed queens, and a 100x100 unsolvable board with 80 randomly-placed queens, arranged in this order in Figure 4, grouped by five different driver functions. Using the "spawning" and "sharing" MDFS drivers with initial depth 2, approximately 4x speed-ups were observed over the sequential MDFS driver.

For triangle peg solitaire, performance data was collected for boards of size 8 and 9, with the corner hole unoccupied. 7

---

7 For all applications, performance data was collected on an Intel i7-8550U processor at 1.8 GHz. This processor features 8 logical cores (4 physical, 2x hyperthreading), 32KB L1 data and instruction caches, 256KB L2 cache, and 8.2MB L3 cache. For each data set, the runtime was measured for each of the drivers using a range of parameters, and averaged over 10 trials. All trials of parallel drivers were run with 8 threads. A range of initial depths were tried for the MDFS drivers and the fastest time was used.
With the parallel MDFS drivers, a speedup of approximately 3x was observed over sequential MDFS, using initial depth 7. The performance was virtually identical between spawning and sharing, because in both cases a success occurs before any threads run out of work, and thus no task sharing actually occurs. In fact, the sharing performance was marginally worse due to the additional overhead.

Similar speedups were obtained on the SAT benchmark. Two formulas from the SATLIB benchmark suite [Hoos 2000] were evaluated: a satisfiable formula containing 150 variables and 645 clauses (uf150-02) and an unsatisfiable formula containing 125 variables and 538 clauses (ufu125-01). For another unsatisfiable SAT formula a surprising 170x speedup was obtained for a satisfiable formula; more investigation is needed to fully understand this result.

For all applications the task-sharing MDFS driver showed the best or near-best performance, showing slightly more overhead than the spawning driver but beating it on exhaustive searches for problems lacking a solution. The optimal parameters tend to vary for the initial breadth-first search depth, although this could be addressed by heuristics or runtime auto-tuning approaches. For n-Queens, the plain-C implementation of sequential DFS was about 40% faster than the equivalent nondeterministic version using the sequential DFS driver, indicating a significant but tolerable amount of overhead. However the nondeterministic version still provided an effective performance speedup with parallelism.

4 Related Work

The concept of “ambiguous” or nondeterministic functions, and nondeterministic choice with regard to program flow, was first introduced by [McCarthy 1963]. In this case, nondeterministic choice is done at the expression level, via a new amb operator. Further inspiration on the language design came from Ableson et al. [1996] and AI lecture notes by Davis [2003]. Continuation-passing style is a long-standing technique in functional programming, and its use in implementing nondeterminism is also discussed in Ableson et al. [1996].

Parallel nondeterministic computing has widely been explored in logic programming, such as Parlog [Clark and Gregory 1986], which requires many of the same considerations with respect to search ordering. However, the automatic parallelization of an imperative nondeterministic language appears to be an original contribution by this paper.

Work sharing [Blumofe and Leiserson 2006] and work stealing [Blumofe and Leiserson 1999] are both existing approaches to ensuring even distribution of tasks when implementing parallelism. Work stealing has been used to implement schedulers for automatic parallelism frameworks, such as OpenMP [Olivier et al. 2012].

Previously language features and extensions have been proposed for providing task-based parallelism with work stealing, most notably Cilk [Frigo et al. 1998]. Spawn in the nondeterministic C extension is similar to spawn in Cilk, except that there is no corresponding sync operation; execution simply continues independently along each thread until failure or overall success.

ABLEC [Kaminski et al. 2017a] is an extensible specification of C using the SILVER [Van Wyk et al. 2010] attribute grammar system. SILVER provides guarantees of composability between independently developed language extensions by providing a modular determinism analysis [Schwerdfeger and Van Wyk 2009] for concrete syntax and a modular well-definedness analysis [Kaminski and Van Wyk 2012] for attributes on abstract syntax. The SILVER-ABLEC [Kramer et al. 2019] extension to SILVER was used to specify generated code with the concrete object-language syntax of ABLE.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper is a first step in the exploration of nondeterministic programming implemented in an imperative language as an extension to C. We introduce a number of language constructs for specifying these types of computations and compare multiple evaluation strategies. Significant performance improvements were found to be possible by leveraging parallelism. The overhead of the extension was found to be reasonably acceptable by comparison with a plain C implementation of an example application, although it is important to remember that goal of the extension is ease of development rather than absolute performance.

The collection of language constructs has been sufficient for the applications we have developed so far. However we continue to explore more intuitive and expressive abstractions. One area of interest is a more intuitive means to specify tasks than is done with spawn now. We are also considering abstractions that provide more fine grain control of the parallel evaluation than simply choosing a fixed driver function.

All trials were performed using 8 threads on a machine with 4 cores and 2x hyperthreading, so it would be interesting to collect scalability data on a machine with a larger number of cores. With a larger number of threads, the initial sequential phase of spawning MDFS would become more significant, potentially allowing the task sharing approach to win out in more situations with this increase in overhead.

Determining the best values for parameters such as the initial breadth-first search depth is an open problem we anticipate investigating further. We expect auto-tuning techniques [Naono et al. 2010] to be particularly applicable.
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